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The core challenge of steganography is always how to improve the hidden capacity and the concealment.

Most current generation-based linguistic steganography methods only consider the probability distribution

between text characters, and the emotion and topic of the generated steganographic text are uncontrollable.

Especially for long texts, generating several sentences related to a topic and displaying overall coherence

and discourse-relatedness can ensure better concealment. In this article, we address the problem of generat-

ing coherent multi-sentence texts for better concealment, and a topic-aware neural linguistic steganography

method that can generate a steganographic paragraph with a specific topic is present. We achieve a topic-

controllable steganographic long text generation by encoding the related entities and their relationships from

Knowledge Graphs. Experimental results illustrate that the proposed method can guarantee both the quality

of the generated steganographic text and its relevance to a specific topic. The proposed model can be widely

used in covert communication, privacy protection, and many other areas of information security.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As a new stage in the development of information technology, big data has become a topic of great
concern. The trend of big data and digitation promotes the development of information security.
Information hiding (also known as steganography), one of the key technologies of information
security [24], has attracted wide attention of researchers in recent years [7, 11, 17, 35–37].
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Compared with traditional cryptography, which encrypts a secret message into an unintelligible
form, steganography encodes a secret message into common information carriers to conceals that
communication is taking place. That is, the security of steganography derives from the inability to
detect that a message exists within the cover signal [31]. Therefore, steganography is widely used
in military intelligence support, covert communication, privacy protection, copyright protection,
and other fields [8].

Nowadays, various digital media such as images [36], audio [34, 37], and text [7, 11, 17, 19, 27,
28, 35] have become popular carriers for information transmission, as well as information hid-
ing. Linguistic steganography, which uses text as the information hiding carrier, has appealed to
a tremendous proportion of researchers’ interests, since natural language is a widely used infor-
mation carrier in communication [30]. However, compared with image or audio, text has a higher
degree of information coding, resulting in less redundant information, which makes it quite chal-
lenging to hide secret information [8, 38]. Therefore, the researches of linguistic steganography
have great research value and practical significance. More and more methods and implementations
have emerged.

Linguistic steganography methods can be classified as selection-based, modification-based, and
generation-based [8]. Selection-based linguistic steganography simply selects different text cover
to represent different meanings [12, 13]. Modification-based methods are more popular, such as text
format modification [5] and synonym substitution [15, 16]. These methods are obviously with a
low security and embedding rate, and are difficult to put into practice. In generation-based method,
an entire block of text is generated while encoding the message reversibly in the choice of tokens
[28, 38, 39]. Thus, it can have a higher hidden capacity and has become a promising research
direction in the field.

Current researches of generation-based linguistic steganography mainly use the framework
consists of two modules: text generation model and probability distribution-based encoding
method [35, 38]. First, they use a well-designed model to learn a statistical distribution model
of a large number of natural texts. Then encoded the conditional probability distribution of each
word in the text generation process according to the secret information. This linguistic steganog-
raphy framework faces great challenges. First, as the embedding rate increases, the quality of the
generated text decreases, and even meaningless sentences with grammatical errors appear. How to
design a better language generation model and generate higher quality text carriers with smoother
sentences is a problem that needs to be solved. Second, the linguistic steganography methods based
on the above framework only generate text carriers according to the statistical distribution of prob-
ability. The semantics, emotions and topics of the generated text are uncontrollable. To improve
the concealment of the generated text, in addition to increasing sentence fluency, we also expect
that the generated text has a certain topic and consistent emotion, just like the natural language
used by human beings. How to generate natural language with controllable topics and emotions
has become an urgent issue.

Thanks to the development of machine learning, neural network-based steganography ap-
proaches with better language generation model have begun to appear and being studied [38, 39].
It can solve the first challenge to a certain extent. However, the contradiction between embedding
rate and text quality has always existed, and the emotion and topic of the generated text are
uncontrollable, which greatly affects the concealment and practicality of the steganography
method. When generating text, we must not only consider the probability distribution between
text characters but also consider the problem at a higher level, such as semantics, emotions,
and topics. Therefore, in this article, a topic-aware neural linguistic steganography method is
present, which can generate a steganographic paragraph with a specific topic. We achieve it by
Introducing data from Knowledge Graph (KG) to guide the generation produce. The great benefit
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of introducing knowledge graph is that knowledge graph provides data of relevant topic and con-
tent, since there must be a relationship between the entities in a knowledge graph. This ensures
that the text generated by the model has associated semantics and can support the certain topic.

2 RELATED WORKS

Generation-based linguistic steganography has become a hot research topic in the field of informa-
tion security because of its high concealment and practicality. Many works have emerged in recent
years [18, 25, 28, 30, 35, 38, 39]. As we mentioned above, the current generation-based linguistic
steganography methods mainly combine with language generation models based on statistical dis-
tribution of probability. They use the framework consists of two modules: text generation model
and probability distribution-based encoding method.

Some early researches use the Markov chain model [18, 25, 30, 35] to calculate the common
occurrences of each phrase and obtain the transition probability, then they encode the words using
the transition probability to achieve the purpose of hiding secret information in the text generation
process. However, due to the limitations of the Markov model, the quality of generated text is
limited and it is easily detected by the text steganalysis algorithm.

With the widespread application of neural networks in the field of neural language processing,
some researchers have proposed linguistic steganography methods based on language generation
models using neural networks. Fang et al. [28] design a linguistic stegosystem based on a Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) neural network. They use the LSTM network to learn the statistical
language model from natural text. And in the text generation process, choose different words
from a pre-encoded dictionary according to the secret information. Compared with the previous
Markov-based methods, the system has the advantage of encoding much more information.

Yang et al. [38] also use a multi-layer Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) neural network with
LSTM unit to train a statistical language model from a large number of natural language samples,
and calculate the conditional probability distribution of each element. Then they proposed two
different encoding methods, which are fixed-length coding and Huffman coding to encode the
conditional probability distribution of each word and output corresponding words according to
the secret information.

Afterwards, Ziegler et al. [39] further improved the text generation model and the coding
method of conditional probability distribution. They propose a linguistic steganography approach
combining arithmetic coding with 345M parameter GPT-2 model [23], which is one of the state-of-
the-art language model. The pre-trained language model GPT-2, trained with a large and diverse
dataset, can generate text that is more close to the probability distribution of the neural language.
In addition, they have proved arithmetic coding is more effective than Huffman coding and has
less damage to the probability distribution.

Benefit from better neural network-based text generation models and more efficient coding
methods, the quality of generated steganographic texts have been significantly improved. How-
ever, in practical applications, such as covert communication, a sufficiently natural text is not
absolutely secure. The content and topic of the text need to conform to a specific context. Espe-
cially for long paragraphs with multiple sentences, the text must be consistent with the context
and topic. A recent research by Yang et al. [32] reveals that even if the quality of the generated
text is good enough, there are still potential security risks due to the uncontrollable semantics.

At present, the above-mentioned linguistic steganography methods only generate text contain-
ing secret message using statistical distributions of probability. When generating, the emotion and
topic of the generated text are uncontrollable, which greatly affects the concealment and practical-
ity of the steganography method. Of course, if we use the corpus related to a certain topic to train
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the generation model, then the generated text can be related to a specific topic, but the applicability
of this method will be very limited.

Therefore, in this article, a topic-aware neural linguistic steganography method is present,
which can generate a steganographic paragraph with a specific topic. By Introducing entities and
relationships data from Knowledge Graph, the text generated by the model has the same associated
semantics and topic as the knowledge graph.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Generally, a steganography task can be expressed as “The Prisoners’ Problem” [26]: Alice and Bob
are separated in prison, and they need to pass some secret information without being discovered
by the warden Eve. So Alice and Bob attempt to hide the secret information in the carrier. Suppose
that Alice and Bob need to transmit some secret messagem in the secret message spaceM. Alice
gets a cover c from the cover space C. Under the guidance of a certain key kA in the keys space
K , the mapping function f is used to map c to s , which is in the secret hidden space S, that is

Emb :M × C ×K → S, f (m, c,kA) = s . (1)

Bob uses the extraction function д to extract the correct secret messagem from the hidden object
s under the guidance of the key kB in the keys space K :

Ext : S × K →M, д(s,kB ) =m. (2)

To prevent the transmission of information from being suspected by Eve, the steganography
operation should not cause a large difference in the distribution of the carriers in the semantic
space. That is, the probability distributions of S and C should be as close as possible:

df (PC, PS ) ≤ ϵ . (3)

In this article, the task is to design a topic-aware neural linguistic steganography model that
can introduce data from knowledge graph and generate steganographic text with a specific topic.
We formulate our problem as follows: given a topic-specific graph д in the knowledge graph space
G and the secret message m, the goal is to generate a steganographic text s that (a) is a smooth
natural language paragraph, (b) expresses the certain topic of the knowledge graph, and (c) hides
secret message and can be extracted. And in this generation-based steganography method, the
cover c is no longer needed, since the steganographic text s is automatically generated based on
confidential information. Therefore, the embedding function Equation (1) can be rewritten as

Emb :M ×K × G → S, f (m,kA,д) = s . (4)

And it still has to satisfy Equation (3), that is, the steganographic operation should minimize the
impact of the carrier on the semantic spatial distribution.

4 THE PROPOSED MODEL

The proposed topic-aware neural linguistic steganography model also follows the Encoder-
Decoder architecture. We try to introduce a topic-specific graph at the encoder side, use a graph
encoding network to embed the topic and content of the graph into vectors. Then send it to the
decoder to generate steganographic text.

The overall architecture is shown in Figure 1. The input of the proposed model is the secret
message bitstream and a topic-specific graph that is encoded with a graph embedding network
based on Transformer architecture, which is discussed in Section 4.1. At each decoder time step,
we attend on encodings of the knowledge graph using the decoder hidden state. The resulting
vectors are used to select the output either from the decoder’s vocabulary or by copying an entity
from the knowledge graph. Details of our decoding process are described in Section 4.2.
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Fig. 1. The overall architecture of the proposed method.

4.1 Graph Encoding

To introduce the topic and content of the graph, we design a graph embedding network to extract
the semantics of the entities and relationships in the graph and convert them into corresponding
graph vectors. The network is mainly refer to the method proposed in Reference [14] that based on
the Transformer architecture [29]. The Transformer architecture addresses the inherent sequential
computation shortcoming of recurrent neural networks, enabling efficient and paralleled compu-
tation by invoking a self-attention mechanism for global context modeling. The models based on
Transformer architecture have been used in varieties of natural language processing applications
and proved to be effective [4, 22].

First, we convert each topic-specific graph д in the graph space G to an unlabeled connected
bipartite graph д′. A graph consists of vertices and edges. We define a topic-specific graph
д = {V,E}, where V is a set of vertices and E is a set of edges. And the converted graph д′ is
defined as д′ = {V′,E′}. The new vertices setV′ contains the original verticesV and the vertices
transformed from the original edges E. Each edge is transformed into two vertices: one represent-
ing the forward direction of the relation and one representing the reverse. These new vertices are
then connected to the original vertices to form the new edges set E′, which is actually an adjacency
matrix describing the directed edges. After the conversion, the directionality of the former edge
is maintained and there is no loss of the graph information. More importantly, it can effectively
avoid parameter explosion cased by the labelled edges in the graph-based encoders [2].

Second, we embedding the new verticesV′ into a dense continuous space matrix. Entities cor-
respond to knowledge graph terms that are often multi-word expressions. We use the last hidden
state of a bidirectional RNN run over embeddings of each word in the entity phrase to produce a
single d-dimensional embedding per phrase. The output of the vertices embedding step is matrix
V 0 = [vi ],vi ∈ Rd representing each vertex inV′.

Third, a multi-head self attention mechanism is used [29]. Each vertex representationvi is con-
textualized by attending his neighbours in д′:

an
i j =

exp(an (vi ,v j ))∑
j ∈Ni

exp(an (vi ,v j ))
, (5)
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v̂i = vi + ‖Nn=1

∑

j ∈Ni

an
i jW

nv j , (6)

where N is the number of attention heads, ‖ denotes the concatenation of the N attention heads,
Ni denotes the neighborhood of vi ,W n ∈ Rd×d . Then each representation v̂ is processed by the
transformer block networks. Each block applies the following transformations:

ṽi = LayerNorm(v
′
i + LayerNorm(v̂i )), (7)

v
′
i = FFN(LayerNorm(v̂i )), (8)

where FFN(•) is a two layer feedforward network with a non-linear transformation. The trans-
former block networks are stacked L times to make information propagate through the graph.
Finally, we get the graph vertex encodings V L = [vL

i ] representing the contextualized vertexes
and relations in the graph structure.

4.2 Steganographic Text Generation

As we mentioned above, the usual solutions to text generation problems are approaches based on
statistical language model [3, 38]. Sentence S can be regarded as a sequential signal and the t th
wordWordt is the signal at time step t . This kind of approaches take advantage of RNN’s powerful
ability in feature extraction and expression for sequential signals. The RNN network can learn
the statistical language model from a large number of normal texts and Build a dictionary D of
candidate words. When generating, the RNN network calculate the probability distribution of the
t th word at time step t according to the previous generated words {Word1,Word2, . . . ,Wordt−1},
that is a conditional probability distribution p (Wordt |Word1,Word2, . . . ,Wordt−1).

In this article, the tasks of the text generation model are twofold: (a) introducing topic-specific
contents from the knowledge graph and (b) hiding secret information in the generated text. There-
fore, We also employ a RNN network with LSTM units [10] as the decoder, but Some improvements
were made.

For the first task, to introduce topic-specific contents from the graph, the graph vertex encodings
V L = [vL

i ],we obtained in the last subsection are imported to the LSTM network, besides the t − 1
previous generated words. Therefore, the conditional probability distribution of the t th word can
be rewritten as

p (Wordt |Word1,Word2, . . . ,Wordt−1,V
L ). (9)

To ensure that the generated text contains the topic-specific contents from the graph, we set up a
copy mechanism [9] module in the decoder and a N -head attention layer is used again to fuse the
graph vector vL

i and hidden state of the latest iteration. At each decoding time step t , the graph
context vectors ct is computed using the N -headed attention contextualized by decoder hidden
state ht , that is

an
j =

exp(an (ht ,v
L
j ))

∑
j ∈Ni

exp(an (ht ,v
L
j ))
, (10)

ct = ht + ‖Nn=1

∑

j ∈V′
an

j W
nvL

j . (11)

The probability p of copying from the input and the final probability of the next word p (Wordt )
are computed by

p = σ (W copy[ht ‖ct ] + bcopy), (12)

p (Wordt ) = p × αcopy + (1 − p) × αdic. (13)

Here, αdic = Softmax([ht ‖ct ]) is the probability distribution of the dictionary D and αcopy =

a([ht ‖ct ],vL
i ) is the probability distribution of the input using ht and ct .
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For the second task, to hide secret information in the generated text, we need to build a mapping
from the secret information bitstream to the word space. So, we add a dictionary coding in the
generation decoder based on their conditional probability distribution. At each time step t , select
m words with the highest probability from the dictionary D according to the calculated probability
distribution of t th word p (Wordt ) and put them in the Candidate Pool (CP). Sort m words in the
CP in descending order. Then, any effective encoding method can be used to encode the words,
For example, the fixed-length coding based on a perfect binary tree, Huffman coding [38] and
arithmetic coding [39].

When the words in the CP are all encoded, the process of secret information hiding is to select
the corresponding word as the output of the current time according to the binary bitstream of the
secret information. If all the binary bitstream is embedded before the text generation is completed,
then the model will automatically select the word with the highest probability in the CP. And
if the secret message is too long, then another topic-specific graph is needed for the follow-up
generation. The capacity m of the CP is related to the embedding rate. Generally, in practice, the
capacity m = 2k , where k is the embedding rate. As the embedding rate increases, the capacity m
of the CP needs to be larger and it is more likely to choose the word with low probability resulting
in poor text quality.

Algorithm details of the proposed information hiding process are shown in Algorithm 1. By
using this method, we can generate smooth natural language sentences according to the input
secret binary bitstream.

4.3 Information Extraction

Information extraction is the is the reverse operation of information hiding. In our proposed
method, the implementation of information extraction can use basically the same process as infor-
mation hiding. Alice and Bob need to have exactly the same knowledge graph dataset and use the
same text generation model with the same parameters and the same information hiding coding
method.

Specifically, after receiving the generated steganographic text, Bob first extracts topic keywords
from the text and finds the corresponding graph from the dataset. The topic extraction tool we
used in our actual experiments is introduced in Section 5.1 and to ensure the uniqueness of the
graph Bob find in the dataset, the topic of each graph is different in the graph dataset.

Then Bob use the same graph and RNN network to calculate the conditional probability distri-
bution of each word at each time step. And descending the prediction probability of all the words in
the dictionary D to construct the same CP containsm = 2k words, where k is the embedding rate.
Finally, use the same coding method to encode the words in the CP. Since the generated sentence
is unique, Bob can accurately extract the hidden bitstream according to the received sentence.
Algorithm details of the proposed information extraction process are shown in Algorithm 2.

5 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1 Dataset and Implementation Details

To evaluate our topic-aware steganography method, a knowledge graph dataset with different
topics is required. In this article, we use the AGENDA dataset [14], a dataset of knowledge graphs
paired with scientific abstracts. The AGENDA dataset is built by the information extraction (IE)
system from the abstracts of 40K scientific papers from the Semantic Scholar Corpus taken from
the proceedings of 12 top AI conferences [1].

We manually filtered 500 knowledge graphs and scientific abstract pairs that are on totally dif-
ferent topics. These are used to build the topic-specific graph space by Alice and Bob. Since Bob
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Table 1. The Data Statistics of the AGENDA Dataset

Abstract Knowledge Graph
Vocabulary 77K 54K

Tokens 5.8M 1.2M
Entities — 518K

Average Length 141.2 —
Average Number of Vertices — 12.42
Average Number of Edges — 4.43

ALGORITHM 1: Information Hiding Algorithm

Input:

secret binary bitstream: B = {1, 0, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0}
size of Candidate Pool:m
graph space G

Output:

generated steganography text

1: Data preparing and Model training;

2: Select a topic-specific graph д from the graph space G;

3: Convert д into corresponding graph vectors V L using the graph embedding network;

4: while not the end of B do

5: if not the end of current paragraph then

6: Calculate the probability distribution of the next word according to the words generated

previously and the graph vectors V L ;

7: Descending the prediction probability of all the words in the dictionary D and select

the topm sorted words to construct the CP;

8: Construct a binary tree using fixed-length coding method according to the probability

distribution of each word in the CP and encode the tree;

9: Read the secret binary stream, and search from the root of the tree according to the

encoding rules until the corresponding leaf node is found and output its corresponding

word;

10: else

11: Random select another topic-specific graph д′ in the graph space G, as the start of the

next paragraph;

12: if not the end of current paragraph then

13: Select the word with the highest probability outside the CP as the output of current time;

14: Select the word with the highest probability at each moment as output until the paragraph

ends;

15: return Generated steganography text;

need to extract the topic from the received steganographic text and find the unique corresponding
graph in the dataset. We need to guarantee the uniqueness of the topic of the graph in the dataset.
Statistics of the AGENDA dataset are shown in Table 1. The AGENDA dataset is split into 38,720
training, 500 validation, and 500 test datapoints.

The proposed neural network model is implemented based on Pytorch 1.3.0. The model is
trained end-to-end to minimize the negative joint log likelihood of the target text vocabulary
and the copied entity indices. We optimize the model using Stochastic Gradient Descent with
momentum [21]. The Model is trained for 20 epochs with early stopping based on the validation
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ALGORITHM 2: Information Extraction Algorithm

Input:

generated steganography text Text = {Word1,Word2, . . . ,Wordn }
size of Candidate Pool:m
graph space G

Output:

secret binary bitstream: B = {1, 0, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0}

1: Extract topic keywords from Text using a topic extraction tool;

2: Find the corresponding topic-specific graph д from the graph space G according to the topic keywords;

3: Convert д into corresponding graph vectors V L using the graph embedding network;

4: for each wordWordt in Text do

5: Calculate the probability distribution p (Wordt |Word1,Word2, . . . ,Wordt−1,V L ) according

to the previously words and the graph vectors V L using RNN network;

6: Descending the prediction probability of all the words in the dictionary D and select the

topm sorted words to construct the CP;

7: Use fixed-length coding method to encode all the words in the CP;

8: if Wordt is in the CP then

9: Based on the actual accepted wordWordt at each time step, determine the path from

the root node to the leaf node;

10: According to the tree coding rule, ie, the left side of the child node is 0 and the right

side is 1, extract the corresponding bitstream and append to B;

11: else

12: The information extraction process ends;

13: return Extracted secret bitstream B;

loss. A single-layer LSTMs is used, and we use dropout in self attention layers set to 0.3. The
dimensions of hidden states, attentions layer and embedding are fixed at 500. The number
of attention heads is set to 4. We stopped the training after 15 epochs (2 days). And we use
fixed-length coding in the process of information hiding.

5.2 Evaluation of Topic Correlation

We first evaluate the topic correlation between the generated steganographic text and the input
topic-specific graph. Since every graph in our dataset has a corresponding original abstract. By
comparing the similarity of the generated steganographic text and the original abstract, we can
judge the degree of correlation. Therefore, we use BLEU [20] and METEOR [6] as the evalua-
tion metrics, which are the standard metrics used in automatic translation tasks. The proposed
steganography model is tested under different embedding rate. The metric of embedding rate is
Bits/word (Bpw), which is the ratio of message bits encoded to sentence length [39].

The evaluation results are shown in Table 2. We compare our results with RNN-stega model
[38], which is also a linguistic steganography model only based on statistical distribution model
and repeat the comparison experiments with different embedding rates. Bpw = 0 means that we
do not embed any information in the generation process, the text is only generated from the topic-
specific graph. As can be seen from the comparison results:

• Compared with the condition when Bpw = 0, the BLEU and METEOR scores drops When
information is embedded. But the decline in scores is acceptable, especially when Bpw = 1,
the BLEU score only dropped by 7.7% and METEOR score dropped by 4.4%.
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Table 2. The Evaluation Results of Topic Correlation

Our Method RNN-stega [38]
Bpw BLEU METEOR BLEU METEOR

0 14.23 18.56 2.32 6.56
1 13.13 17.74 1.89 5.60
2 10.95 15.72 1.43 6.06
3 8.51 13.53 3.21 4.21

Table 3. The Evaluation Results of Text Quality

Bpw 0 1 2 3
Perplexity 46.73 52.23 106.50 194.54

• As the embedding rate increases, the BLEU and METEOR scores decrease, which is quite
reasonable.

• Compared with RNN-stega, both BLEU score and METEOR score of our method are much
higher than the scores of RNN-stega at any embedding rate. This shows that the text gen-
erated by our method is more similar to the original text.

According to the results of the experiment, the proposed topic-aware steganography method can
generate steganographic text that retain the information in the topic-specific graph. The generated
steganographic text has consistent contents and topic.

5.3 Evaluation of Text Quality

Then, we evaluate the text quality by testing whether the steganographic text generated by our
proposed model are close enough to the natural language on the statistical language model. We
use a standard metric for sentence quality testing Perplexity [28], which is defined as the average
per-word log-probability on the test texts:

Perplexity = 2−
1
n

logp (S )

= 2−
1
n

logp (W ord1,W ord2, ...,W ordn )

= 2−
1
n

∑n
j=1 logp (W ordi |W ord1,W ord2, ...,W ordj−1 ),

(14)

where S = {Word1,Word2, . . . ,Wordn } is the generated sentence andp (S ) indicates the probability
distribution.

We generate 500 steganographic paragraphs for each embedding rate. The means of the Perplex-
ity of training dataset (Bpw = 0) and the generated text under different embedding rates are tested
and the results are shown in Table 3. Based on the results, it can be seen that as the embedding
rate increases, the Perplexity gradually increase, which means the statistical language distribution
difference between the generated text and the training samples gradually increase. Therefore, the
steganography method do affect the quality of the generated text. However, the average Perplex-
ity of the generated steganographic text is close to the training dataset, especially when Bpw = 1.
This shows that our proposed steganography method can guarantee the quality of the generated
text to a certain extent.
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Table 4. The Evaluation Results of Anti-detection

Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score
Score 0.675 0.742 0.654 0.681

Table 5. Generation Example of The Proposed Method

Knowledge Graph

(semi-supervised learning algorithms USED-FOR classifiers);
(domain knowledge CONJUNCTION l semi-supervised learning
algorithms);
(semi-supervised learning algorithms USED-FOR labeled data);
(semi-supervised learning algorithms USED-FOR machine learning);
(semi-supervised learning algorithms USED-FOR natural language
processing)

Secret Information
Bitstream

[1000111001110101100101011100000001111011011011001010 ...]

1 Bpw

this paper presents a semi-supervised learning algorithms to the problem
of learning a classifiers for structured learning tasks. we have designed
and evaluated our proposed semi-supervised learning algorithms in this
domain ...

2 Bpw

the performance and quality semi-supervised learning algorithms can
benefit machine learning. this paper proposes semi-supervised learning
algorithms to address this challenge, by introducing new semi-supervised
learning algorithms ...

3 Bpw

we investigate whether there in training data are from training images
and the data collection, can learn classifiers, or by the knowledge transfer
itself can benefit when to be applied to other tasks such to improve
natural language processing across a domain that ...

5.4 Evaluation of Anti-Detection

Furthermore, we tested the anti-detection ability of our proposed method. A text steganalysis al-
gorithm [33] is used to classify the generated steganographic sentences. The results of the classifi-
cation when Bpw = 2 are listed in Table 4. The test results show that our proposed steganography
method has a certain ability to resist detection.

5.5 Generation Example

Table 5 displays some examples of the generated steganographic text by the proposed steganog-
raphy system for a particular test instance. Given the topic-specific graph whose topic keyword is
“semi-supervised learning algorithm” in this test instance and the secret information that needs
to be hided, three steganographic texts are generated at different embedding rate. We can see that
the proposed method makes use of entities from the input graph to ensure the topic.

6 CONCLUSION

We proposed a topic-aware neural linguistic steganography method that can generate a stegano-
graphic paragraph with a specific topic. By encoding entities and relationships data from Knowl-
edge Graphs, the text generated by the model has the same associated semantics and topic as
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the knowledge graph. The contributions of this article are twofold. On the one hand, we use
graph-structured data as the source of steganographic text for the first time and achieve the trans-
formation from graph to text. On the other hand, we implement a topic-controllable stegano-
graphic long text generation method to guarantee consistent context and better concealment. The
experimental results illustrate that the steganographic text generated by the proposed method has
consistent contents and topic. And the good performance of the model in text quality and anti-
detection ability proved that it is effective and practical. In fact, because the graph-based structure
is a more convenient form to describe knowledge, events and relations, the proposed method can be
more widely used in covert communication, privacy protection and many other areas of informa-
tion security. For the future work, We expect to extend the proposed method to larger knowledge
graphs.
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